Dynamic changes on Wilkins Ice Shelf during the 2006-2009 retreat derived from satellite observations
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Abstract. Ice shelves serve as important buttresses for upstream areas. Several large ice shelves on the Antarctic Peninsula have disintegrated or retreated, which implied dynamic consequences for upstream ice. The present study aims to assess dynamic changes on Wilkins Ice Shelf during multi-stage ice-front retreat in the last decade. A total area of 2135 ± 75 km² was lost in the period 2008-2009. The present study uses time-series of SAR satellite observations (1994/96, 2006-2010) in order to derive variations in multi-temporal surface flow from intensity offset tracking methods. Spatial patterns of horizontal strain rate and stress components were inferred during different ice-front retreat stages. These fields are used to explain the different break-up stages and to evaluate the ice-shelf stability. For this purpose, we apply criteria which were forwarded to explain and assess past ice-shelf retreat.

1 Introduction

Antarctic ice shelves are sensitive indicators for global climate change (Vaughan and Doake, 1996). Ice-shelf collapse or break-up led to tributary-glacier acceleration and dynamic thinning (Berthier et al., 2012; Rignot, 2004; Scambos, 2004). The reason is that ice shelves restrain the outflow from tributary glaciers, thus they serve as natural buttresses (De Angelis and Skvarca, 2003; Khazendar et al., 2015; Rott et al., 2002; Scambos et al., 2014). Outflow increase becomes sea-level relevant when it reaches a key upstream location, the grounding line (Rignot, 2004; Shuman et al., 2011). This line pins down the location where ice becomes afloat on its general way towards the ocean. On the Antarctic Peninsula (AP), 12 major ice shelves have either disintegrated or significantly retreated (Doake and Vaughan, 1991; Rott et al., 2002; Scambos et al., 2003, 2004). In addition, many of these ice shelves experienced important thinning over the past two decades (Fricker and Padman, 2012; Paolo et al., 2015; Wouters et al., 2015; Zwally et al., 2005). Ice shelves along the western coast of the AP exhibit thinning rates that are often twice as high as those on the eastern side (e.g., Larsen Ice Shelf) (Paolo et al., 2015). Most of the tributary glaciers showed retreating tongues (Cook, 2005). Reasons for this regionally concentrated ice shelf recession or break-up are manifold. Explanations range from a warming atmosphere (O’Donnell et al., 2011; Steig et al., 2009; Vaughan et al., 2003), to a reduction in sea ice coverage on the western side of the AP (Stammerjohn et al., 2008), to rising ocean temperatures on the Bellingshausen Sea continental shelf (Martinson et al., 2008; Meredith and King, 2005) and to warming deep waters in the Weddell Sea (Robertson et al., 2002).

As it is long known that ice shelves serve as natural buttresses (De Angelis and Skvarca, 2003; Khazendar et al., 2015; Rott et al., 2002; Scambos et al., 2014), there were regular attempts to assess their structural stability under ice-front recession. A first criterion was formulated after final collapse of Larsen A, within only one week, and during the subsequent gradual recession of Larsen B. Doake et al. (1998) inferred all horizontal strain-rate components. The sign of the smaller eigenvalue of the strain-rate tensor was then used to determine a line, downstream of which the ice-flow regime is exclusively extensive (all eigenvalues positive). This ‘compressive arch’ was forwarded as a threshold contour for frontal recession, beyond which ice shelves are expected to ultimately...
In the meantime, ice-flow models were successfully applied to get a more comprehensive description, including the stress distribution. Studying Larsen C ice shelf, Kulesaa et al. (2014) proposed that ice-shelf stability should be assessed from the stress-flow angles. It is the angle between ice-flow direction and the first principal stress direction. When the two align, fracture opening rates were considered to maximize. If angles are small near the ice front, this would be considered a less stable state.

Also relying on the stress regime within the ice, Fürst et al. (2016) quantified the maximum buttressing potential of all ice shelves in Antarctica. Though not addressing the stability issue, they could show that ~13 % of all floating ice is dynamically not relevant. Once ice-front recession exceeds this passive shelf-ice area, dynamic consequences are expected. For ice shelves in the Bellingshausen Sea, only a small 5 %-fraction can still be removed without dynamic implications.

The aim of this study is to assess changes in the dynamic state of Wilkins Ice Shelf (WIS) under the multi-stage break-up during the last decade. For this purpose, ice-velocity maps are inferred from radar satellite observations in 1994/96 and 2006-2010. From these maps, we infer strain rates and the principal stress distribution. These fields will then help to explain the collapse stages, which allows us to assess the stability criteria forwarded in the literature (Doake et al., 1998; Fürst et al., 2016; Kulesaa et al., 2014).

2 Study area

WIS is located at the south-western part of the AP covering an area of 10,150 km² in April 2015. The ice shelf is confined by Alexander, Rothschild and Latady Island. Mass gain at WIS is dominated by surface accumulation (Vaughan et al., 1993). Further contribution of mass originates from the main in-flow from Lewis Snowfield south-west of the ice shelf. Contribution of mass from Gilbert Glacier and two inlets, called Schubert and Haydn inlets, is highly rely on prominent ice rises (e.g. Dorsey Island). During the last decades, WIS has undergone significant dynamic changes: Surface lowering of in total ~4.95 ± 0.21 m between 1978 and 2008 at the southern WIS (Fig. 1) was found to be the largest for all AP ice shelves (Fricker and Padman, 2012). In recent years (2000-2008), however, thinning rates were less negative or even slightly positive at the northern WIS (Paolo et al., 2015). Average thickness changes at WIS account for ~0.62 ± 0.12 m a⁻¹ for the period 1994-2012 derived from radar altimetry and were attributed to basal melting (Paolo et al., 2015). Basal melt rates of WIS were estimated by several authors: Holland et al. (2010) found 0.66 m a⁻¹ averaged over the period 1979 to 2007, Padman et al. (2012) inferred rates of 1.3 ± 0.4 m a⁻¹ during 1992-2008, while Rignot et al. (2013) derived 2003-2008 average rates of 1.5 ± 1 m a⁻¹.

In addition, major ice-front retreat has been detected (Braun et al., 2009; Scambos et al., 2000). Based on the analysis of multi-temporal satellite imagery and historic maps, several break-up stages were quantified (Arigony-Neto et al., 2014). Several causes for break-up at WIS were proposed in the literature: fracture formation due to bending stresses in combination with surface melt or brine infiltration (Scambos et al., 2009), transoceanic infragravity waves which induce fractures at Antarctic ice shelves (Bromirski et al., 2010) and break-up due to bending stresses caused by enhanced basal melt (Braun and Humbert, 2009; Humbert et al., 2010). Continuous ice-front retreat led to the formation of a remnant ice connection between Latady and Charcot Island at the western WIS (ice bridge in Fig. 1a), which collapsed in April 2009. Braun et al. (2009) also documented the development of fractures and rifts as well as the role of ice rises in the break-up processes on WIS. Between 28/29 February and 30/31 May 2008, an area of 585 km² broke-off narrowing the connection between these two confining islands (Braun et al., 2009). In June/July 2008, 1220 ± 75 km² of ice was lost at the eastern side of this ice bridge (Fig. 1a), meaning further weakening of it (Humbert and Braun, 2008). Braun and Humbert (2009) found highly variable ice thicknesses (~250-170 m) along the ice bridge implying important buoyancy differences. The break-up events in May and June/July 2008 have demonstrated that such events can occur in austral winter (Braun et al., 2009). This contradicts previous assumptions that ice-shelf break-up depends on summer surface melt ponds.
In early April 2009, the final ice-bridge collapse corresponded to an area loss of 330 km². More than 100 tabular icebergs calved off. Many of these icebergs capsized, releasing an energy of $>125 \times 10^6$ J (Humbert et al., 2010). After the collapse of the ice bridge, small-size calving events occurred, which primarily took place along the south-west ice front between Latady Island and Lewis Snowfield.

3 Material and Methods

3.1 SAR intensity offset tracking

Surface velocities of the ice shelf and its tributary glaciers were derived from SAR (Synthetic Aperture Radar) intensity offset tracking (Strozzi et al., 2002) using repeat ALOS PALSAR (46 day time interval) and ERS-1/-2 (35 day time interval) SAR Single Look Complex (SLC) image pairs (Table S1). This technique cross-correlates the backscatter intensity pattern of a pair of SAR images of different acquisitions dates. For this purpose, small image patches are shifted over the entire image (Table 1) and for each patch, the maximum of the 2-D cross-correlation function yields the image offsets in range and azimuth directions. If coherence between both image patches is retained, the speckle pattern is additionally correlated. Offsets of minor confidence were rejected based on a signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR ≤ 4). The processing was performed using Gamma Remote Sensing software. Geocoding of the final range and azimuth offsets from SAR to map geometry was based on the WGS84 ellipsoid.

The method relies on surface patterns which are identifiable in both images. However, co-registration and intensity offset tracking performed on single scenes of structure-less ice shelves was hardly successful. Therefore, single scenes along the respective relative orbits were concatenated (Fig. S1). Additionally, we used a binary mask of non-moving (e.g., ice rises, bedrock) and moving areas (ice shelf, tributary glaciers, sea) to perform co-registration on stable areas only (Fig. S1). In a post-processing step, the surface flow was filtered using a 5 x 5 pixel median filter and a threshold discarding flow vectors deviating from a reference direction applied.

For each year, several displacement fields of different relative orbits were mosaicked. Results in 1994/96 were taken from InSAR (Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar) derived surface flow presented in Braun et al. (2009) and from ERS-1/-2 intensity tracking. For each absolute flow field between 2006 and 2010, a mosaic of three to four relative ALOS PALSAR orbits represent the surface flow for the respective time period, mostly in austral summer (August/September to October/November in 2007-2010, Table S1). Ice flow in 2006 covers the period mid-May to mid-June. Due to the time difference between image acquisitions, the mosaicked surface flow shows slight deviations in the flow magnitude at the boundaries of each relative orbit. Hence, flow differences were calculated solely for the south-western orbit in order to show results independent from overlapping velocity results.

The estimation of errors in the derived velocity fields was done as described in McNabb et al. (2012) and in Seehaus et al. (2015). For each velocity field a value based on the accuracy of the co-registration was calculated and a second value described uncertainties involved in the intensity tracking algorithm (Table S2).

3.2 Stress tensor and strain rates

In order to infer the components of the stress tensor associated with a flow field, a constitutive equation is required. In glaciology, ice is typically described as being a non-Newtonian fluid with a viscosity $\eta$ depending on temperature and effective strain rate. In its most general form, the constitutive equation for the deviatoric stress $\tau_{ij}$ can be written as follows:

$$\tau_{ij} = 2\eta \cdot \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij} \quad (1)$$

Here, $\dot{\varepsilon}$ is the strain-rate tensor, which holds information on spatial derivatives of the horizontal velocity field.
\[ \dot{\varepsilon}_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u_i}{\partial x_j} + \frac{\partial u_j}{\partial x_i} \right) \]  

(2)

The strain-rate tensor describes how much the ice is deformed at a certain location and its horizontal components can be inferred from surface velocities. For the purpose of understanding the changes in the stress regime due to the break-up events, it is of particular importance to look at strain rates and not velocity fields. Velocity fields are derived by measuring displacements of features assuming that the features themselves do not change. In case of opening of a rift, the feature is often a rift face or a crack front, and both change over time. Thus, the interpretation of the displacement field as a flow velocity can only be done in case there is no rift opening. Otherwise, the displacement due to opening of a rift and the creep of ice are superimposed in the velocity field. Strain rates, however, overcome this flaw, as they are spatial derivatives.

The strain-rate tensor describes how much the ice is deformed at a certain location and its horizontal components can be inferred from surface velocities. For the purpose of understanding the changes in the stress regime due to the break-up events, it is of particular importance to look at strain rates and not velocity fields. Velocity fields are derived by measuring displacements of features assuming that the features themselves do not change. In case of opening of a rift, the feature is often a rift face or a crack front, and both change over time. Thus, the interpretation of the displacement field as a flow velocity can only be done in case there is no rift opening. Otherwise, the displacement due to opening of a rift and the creep of ice are superimposed in the velocity field. Strain rates, however, overcome this flaw, as they are spatial derivatives.

The ice viscosity then determines how strain rates translate into deviatoric stresses \( \tau_{ij} \). Stress deviators are linked to the full Cauchy stress \( \sigma \) by adding the isometric pressure.

\[ \tau_{ij} = 2\dot{\varepsilon}_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} \delta_{ij} \sum_k \sigma_{kk} \]  

(3)

At the ice-shelf surface (denoted as superscript \( s \) in the following), where satellite data is acquired, the relation between deviatoric and full stresses simplifies to:

\[ \sigma_{ss}^x = 2\tau_{sx}^x + \tau_{sy}^y \]  

(4)

\[ \sigma_{ss}^y = 2\tau_{sx}^y + \tau_{sy}^y \]  

(5)

This assumes that horizontal bridging effects are negligible near the ice surface. At the ice surface, the horizontal Cauchy stress components are a sum of the horizontal deviatoric stress components, which in turn can be inferred from the strain fields. Therefore our discussion is limited to the surface conditions of the ice shelf. In the following, however, we will often omit to specify this limitation and simply speak of strain and stress conditions.

In addition, the viscous response of an ice body is not necessarily linear and depends itself on the strain regime:

\[ \eta = \frac{1}{2} m A^{-1/n} \varepsilon_0^{(1-n)/n} \]  

(6)

Here, \( \varepsilon_0^2 = \frac{1}{2} \left( (\varepsilon_0^2) - (\text{tr}(\varepsilon_0^2)) \right) \) is the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor. We assume isotropic material properties and a flow exponent of \( n = 3 \). \( A \) is the rate factor, which determines the readiness of the viscous material to deform under a given stress (Van der Veen, 2013). For WIS, we assume a constant rate factor \( A \) of 1.7 x 10^{-24} \text{ Pa}^{-1} \text{ s} \text{ } (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010) corresponding to temperate ice of about -2°C as observed in this area (Braun et al., 2009). The rate factor is generally a function of ice temperature and microscopic water content and consequently varies on ice-shelf scales. The enhancement factor \( m \) is assumed constant and set to 1. In general, \( m \) is, however, a function of grain size, impurities, damage degree and other variables (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010, p. 71). These additional factors are difficult to account for and are therefore not reflected in the subsequently presented stress fields. However, the zero stress line remains unaffected by this scaling issue.

Strain and stress components are real and, by construction, the strain rate and stress tensors are symmetric. Therefore, all eigenvalues are also real. Moreover, we order the two eigenvalues for each tensor by size. In general, the larger eigenvalue of these tensors is referred to as the first principal component (Doake et al., 1998; Kulessa et al., 2014). First and second principal components span the range of minimal and maximal extensive or compressive strain rates or stress occurring at the ice surface.

The first principal strain rate gives maximal extension rates and is therefore of interest to define a crevasse initiation or material failure criteria (Benn et al., 2007; see Vaughan, 1993). Observed threshold-strain rates for fracture initiation span a wide range from 0.01 a^{-1} (2.7E-5 day^{-1}) on Greenland (Meier, 1958) to 0.004 a^{-1} (1.0E-5 day^{-1}) on White Glacier, Canada (Hambrey and Müller, 1978). To describe damage initiation within an ice body, Krug et al. (2014) used a threshold criterion for the first principal stress component. In terms of stresses, inferred thresholds range from 90 to 320 kPa (Vaughan, 1993). The Hayhurst rupture...
criterion defines a stress threshold of 330 kPa for fracture initiation (Pralong et al., 2006). Second principal surface stress, however, was recognized to be important in terms of ice-shelf stability (Doake et al., 1998) or, more general, to assess and quantify the dynamic susceptibility of ice shelves (Fürst et al., 2016).

4 Ice dynamic changes

4.1 Results

Break-up at WIS was analysed using multi-temporal surface flow in 1994/96 and between 2006 and 2010 (Fig. 2). Figure 3 shows the period between 2006 and 2009 in more detail, when the ice bridge gradually collapsed.

The general picture of surface flow shows prominent inflow from Gilbert Glacier, Haydn and Schubert inlets, and directly from Lewis Snowfield over all years 1994/96 and 2006-2010 (Fig. 2), where flow rates can exceed 1.5 m day\(^{-1}\). The inflow is, however, restrained and deviated for instance by Dorsey Island or by the ice rises in front of Haydn and Schubert inlets.

The entire ice shelf showed very small velocities in March 1994/96. Slightly higher surface motion was encountered in the south-west, originating from Lewis Snowfield as well as near the ice front at Charcot Island after the 1993 break-up event (remnant icebergs are still visible in the backscatter SAR image in Fig. 2a). Between February and June 1999, a large double fracture formed almost parallel to the western ice front of the ice bridge between Latady and Charcot Island (green line in Fig. 3a). In July 2007, surface flow on the ice bridge increased due to the formation of the second longitudinal fracture-pair (purple line in Fig. 3e). This acceleration was followed by major ice loss on the western and south-eastern ice bridge between February and July 2008 (Braun and Humbert, 2000; Humbert et al., 2010). A total area of 1805 ± 75 km\(^2\) was lost. The consecutive acceleration was most expressed on the ice bridge (up to ~0.8 m day\(^{-1}\) at the narrowest part), but did certainly reach as far upstream as to the Petrie Ice Rises (Fig. 2g). Upstream of this region, acceleration is somewhat lower. The north-western part of the ice bridge remained rather stagnant, still experiencing and transmitting the buttressing from Charcot Island (Fig. 3i). The narrow remainder of the ice bridge finally collapsed in April 2009 and an area of 330 km\(^2\) broke off (Humbert et al., 2010). This final event caused almost no additional upstream acceleration (Fig. 2h). This suggests that the lost ice-shelf portion did not transmit or provide an important restraint to the central ice-shelf unit. In 2010, results from feature tracking were unavailable for some parts of the WIS and the coverage was incomplete (Fig. 2f). Yet, from the covered areas of the ice shelf, we are confident that ice flow did not change significantly between 2009 and 2010 (Fig. 2e, f). In addition, the ice-front position remained stable during this period (Fig. 2f).

From the strain-rate tensor, we inferred the component pointing in flow direction. This in-flow strain rate gives an indication on whether the flow regime is extensive or compressive along streamlines. Yet, the quality of the in-flow strain rate is highly dependent on the reliability of the inferred flow directions. Very low flow speeds, as found on the main ice shelf in 2006 and 2007, are more susceptible to errors (Fig. 3a, e). Thus, for the interpretation of in-flow strain-rates, we will limit the discussion to areas showing considerable motion.

The in-flow strain-rate component is negative in all years 2006-2009, where the ice flow is blocked by an obstacle, e.g., upstream of the Petrie Ice Rises (Fig. 3b, f, j, n; compressive strain rates correspond to negative values). Compressive strain rates also prevail close to Latady Island, where a slight inflow is visible (Fig. 3b, f, j, n). Extension and thus positive strain rates dominate in 2006 and 2007 along the ice bridge (Fig. 3b, f; red values indicate extensive strain). In 2008, most parts of the ice shelf show extensive flow, merely buttressed by the Petrie Ice Rises and Latady Island (Fig. 3j). In-flow strain rates of opposite sign on each side of the narrowest part of the ice bridge in 2008 explain the formation of an initial crack and why the ice bridge failed there. The prevailing atmospheric circulation pushed the brittle ice mélange westward, which was forwarded as a reason for why the bridge yielded in this direction (Humbert et al., 2010).
The first principal strain rate gives the maximum stress value (Fig. 3c, g, k, o). It is positive all over the ice shelf in all years, which means that the ice experiences extensive stress in a certain direction. Local maxima, i.e. maximum extension, occur on the lee side of ice rises and where fractures formed on the ice bridge in 2007 (Fig. 3g) and alongside Vere Ice Rise in 2008 (Fig. 3k).

The second principal strain-rate component is negative in all years (Fig. 3, lower panels). This implies that the flow regime of WIS has a compressive component almost everywhere. As ice flow accelerates from 2006 to 2008, the second principal strain rate becomes less negative (Fig. 3d, h, l). After the final collapse of the ice bridge, this strain-rate component drops down again to pre-collapse values near the ice front and close to Latady Island (Fig. 3p).

Based on the calculation of surface flow in 2006-2009 and the basic assumption of a constant rate factor, principal stress fields were derived in order to assess the fundamental changes in the stress regime during the ice bridge break-up. The first principal stress gives the highest extensive stress acting within the material. In all years 2006-2009, first principal stresses are generally positive (Fig. 4a, d, g, j). Local maxima in these fields coincide with fractures. It is not surprising that these maxima are often located at the tip of these fractures, where extensive forces are focused. In 2008 and 2009, however, a wave-like pattern becomes visible on the main part of the ice shelf (Fig. 4g, j). These artefacts cannot be explained by processes occurring in the ice, but might be inherent to the satellite data (e.g., ionospheric noise (Gray et al., 2000; Meyer et al., 2006) or might result from the tracking algorithm.

The second principal stress holds information on the smallest extensive or largest compressive stress acting within the ice. For positive values, the ice-shelf surface experiences an exclusively extensive stress regime. In 2006 and 2007, a compressive second principal stress regime prevails on WIS (Fig. 4b, e). During the formation of the second double fracture on the ice bridge in 2007 (purple line in Fig. 4d), this region turns fully extensive in terms of stresses as well as first principal strain rates (Figs. 3g & 4e).

Without any compressive components, the ice bridge was destined to split in two and the western part collapsed soon thereafter. In 2008, ice flow increased and with it the second principle stress. In large areas previously showing negative values, the stress regime turned entirely extensive in 2008 (Fig. 4h). The only exceptions are the vicinity of ice rises and near Latady Island. One year later, the stress state has reverted back to the pre-acceleration state with a largely compressive second principal component (Fig. 4k).

Assessing ice-shelf stability on Larsen C, Kulessa et al. (2014) introduced a new variable. They computed the angle between the ice-flow direction and the first principal stress direction. They argue that when flow direction and first principal stress direction align, fracture formation is facilitated. This stress-flow angle is consequently used as a criterion for ice-shelf stability, which we follow here for comparison. Low stress-flow angles indicate areas, which are more likely to suffer from break-up, whereas larger stress-flow angles, approaching 90°, indicate stable conditions (Jansen et al., 2015). Stress-flow angles on WIS are small, where fractures formed, e.g., on the ice bridge in 2007 or upstream the ice bridge, parallel to the northern ice front in 2008 (Fig. 4f, i). Stress-flow angles on the ice bridge, however, show higher values in 2008 (Fig. 4i).

4.2 Assessing the retreat stages

In this section, we want to investigate, which fields are more or less informative, when it comes to identifying weaknesses and predicting the next break-up stage.

In 2006, no field shows any indication that another fracture pair would open. Near the existing double fracture, which formed in 1998 (Fig. 3a) local maxima are discernible for in-flow strain rates (Fig. 3b) and the first and second principal stresses (Fig. 4a, b). The latter stress even turns positive. Neither the second principal strain rate nor the stress-flow angle shows a well imprinted trace of the already present fracture.
Turning to 2007, most fields reflect the opening of the new fracture pair on the ice bridge (Figs. 3 & 4). Only exception is the second principal strain rate (Fig. 3h). From the ice velocities, it is obvious that the western part of the ice bridge started to accelerate and will soon disintegrate. None of the derived fields allows such a clear distinction of the bridge sides. An explanation is that all other variables are derived from spatial derivatives of the flow field. Despite this distinction, the strain field in flow direction turned compressive along the old fracture pair on the eastern part of the bridge (Fig. 3f). In the principal stress components we can discern a local stress maxima (pure extension) on the southwestern trunk of the ice bridge (Fig. 4d, e), which could explain fracturation there. Stress-flow angles show very small values on the north-western end of the bridge (Fig. 4f). Following the interpretation from Kulessa et al. (2014), fracture opening would be facilitated. In this area, first principal stress components are not particularly elevated (Fig. 4d). The stress-flow angle criteria is, however, the only measure that points out stable conditions all along the north-eastern ice front, which actually retreated afterwards. Low values along the south-western ice front might be an artefact from not well constrained flow directions (Fig. 4f).

By 2008, ice flow fundamentally changed both in terms of direction and magnitude. All measures reflect this important change. The in-flow strain rates show different flow regimes on each side of the narrowest part of the ice bridge: upstream extension vs. downstream compression (Fig. 3j). This explains the later failure position. No other field can make an as clear distinction here. The second principal strain rate gradually increased since 2006 but still remains mostly negative (Fig. 3i). Even if zero is not passed, the stability interpretation from Doake et al. (1998) would suggest reduced retreat susceptibility as compared to the previous stages. However, the ice bridge was lost afterwards. The stress-flow angles suggest a different interpretation of this state. High values dominate on the ice bridge, while all the rest of the north-eastern ice front shows small angles (Fig. 4i). The interpretation of these angles would suggest that the ice bridge has a stabilizing effect on the upper more susceptible areas. This deduced stabilization could however not prevent the consecutive collapse. In this case, the interpretation of stress-flow angles is therefore delicate. Both for the Doake criterion and the stress-flow angle, the ice-shelf might already have adopted a flow regime consistent with the post-collapse ice front. An interpretation of the field downstream of the latter ice front position might be futile. For both principal stress components (Fig. 4g, h), as well as for the in-flow strain rates (Fig. 3j), values are highly elevated along the fractures, which later became the new north-eastern ice-front position.

The state in 2009 points towards stable conditions on WIS reflected in all measures. To date, no further ice-front retreat occurred at the northern ice front.

4.3 Ice-shelf stability

From the above assessment, some of the presented measures emerge to be more or less applicable for assessing ice-shelf stability. The most intuitive measure for interpreting the retreat stages might be the in-flow strain rates (Fig. 3) and the principal stress components (Fig. 4). Sign changes and local maxima in these strain-rate fields could be exploited in this interpretation. The first principal strain-rate component can be used to describe a crevasse opening threshold on ice shelves. Local strain-rate maxima on the ice bridge in 2007 (Fig. 3g) and perpendicular to the ice bridge in 2008 (Fig. 3k) reach maxima between ~5E-5 and 1.3E-4 day\(^{-1}\). The narrowest part of the ice bridge holds maximum first principal strain rates of ~1.2E-4 day\(^{-1}\) in 2008. Threshold strain rates determined for crevasse opening on other glaciers (Hambrey and Müller, 1978; Meier, 1958) show comparable or even smaller values. Therefore, the latter fracturation and ice-shelf break-up can be explained.

For the interpretation of the second principal strain-rate component (Fig. 3, lowest panels), we want to follow Doake et al. (1998). They forwarded that when the ice front retreats/recedes beyond a certain isoline in this strain-rate component, the ice-shelf integrity is no longer granted and a destabilization is expected. The stress value associated to this isoline is suggested to be close to zero.
Second principal strain rates are rather insensitive during the retreat stages of WIS. Values are generally negative and therefore suggest general recession.

The first principal stress component points out regions, where fractures are likely to open or propagate (Krug et al., 2014; Vaughan, 1993). On WIS the threshold between 90 and 320 kPa mentioned above (Vaughan, 1993) holds for the break-up events in 2007 and 2008 (Fig. 4d, g). In 2007, the first principal stress regime on the ice bridge exceeded ~200 kPa as well as in 2008, when fractures parallel to the ice front formed (Fig. 4d, g). Values were slightly lower at the narrowest part of the ice bridge, where the ice bridge collapse initiated (Fig. 4g). Yet, the magnitude of this field scales directly with the rate factor, hence, any threshold criteria inferred from observations has to be considered with caution.

The second principal stress component shows some advantage in this respect (Fig. 4b, e, h, k). For all retreat stages, we confirm that this stress field shows a change in sign to positive values in critical regions. Such sign changes are unaffected by the rate factor choice. Thus, we think that positive second principal stresses add substantially to a pure strain-rate interpretation.

The stress-flow angle on WIS is rather ambiguous (Fig. 4 lowest panels). Though some retreat stages can be explained, this is certainly not the case for others. In defence of this measure, we have to add that the derivation of stress-flow angles shown in Kulessa et al. (2014) is based on modelled ice-shelf velocities, flow lines and stresses using a continuum-mechanical ice-flow model. In the present study, however, the angle is calculated from observations, which results in high spatial variability of the underlying principal strain-rate directions.

5 Conclusions

Our study revealed the potential of modern satellite missions to derive a comprehensive overview of dynamic changes on WIS before and during ice-shelf break-up. For this, multi-temporal velocity maps were derived for 1994/96 and 2006-2010. A considerable ice-flow speed up occurred after ice-front retreat in 2008. The estimation of principal strain-rate and stress components helped to identify ice-shelf areas prone to crevasse opening and fracture propagation during the individual stages of the ice bridge collapse between 2006 and 2009. These findings extend previous observations based on a qualitative analysis of satellite data. Directly inferable from surface velocities, the first principal strain rate as well as the strain rate in flow direction proofed valuable for interpreting the retreat stages. In terms of fracture initiation, the first principal surface stress could be exploited to infer where crevasses might open. However, this variable scales with the not well known ice viscosity. Independent of this scaling issue, positive values in the second principal surface stress highlight the regions susceptible to break-up. Other measures like second strain-rate regimes and the stress-flow angle proofed less appropriate to assess the subsequent retreat history and thus the ice-shelf stability.

The future stability of WIS is considered rather weak. Based on the analysis of several SAR images acquired in recent years (2011-2015) the formation of fractures at the south-western ice front was detected. In front of Lewis Snowfield, on the lee side of small ice rises, fractures have developed since 2011 (Fig. 1b) and have grown perpendicular to the south-western ice front since then. In August 2014, one of these fractures grew further towards the centre of the ice shelf, forming a kink parallel to the south-western ice front. Another fracture was detected on a Sentinel 1a imagery from April 2015, north of the ones described before (Fig. 1b). This fracture emerged perpendicular to the ice front towards the ice shelf centre. Further growth of the fractures towards the ice shelf centre and a connection of them, might lead to future loss of a large portion of the ice shelf and presumably a disconnection from Latady Island.
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Table 1: Parameter settings used for SAR intensity offset tracking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Sensor wavelength</th>
<th>Tracking window size (range * azimuth)</th>
<th>Step (range/azimuth)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALOS PALSAR</td>
<td>23.5 cm L-band</td>
<td>128*384</td>
<td>12/36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERS-1/2 SAR</td>
<td>5.6 cm C-band</td>
<td>256*1280</td>
<td>15/75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1: (a) Overview map of Wilkins Ice Shelf. The ice-front positions of the years 1994 and 2008 as well as the situation in 2015 are shown. The remnant ice connection (ice bridge) between Charcot and Latady Island in its shape from April 2008 is indicated. The location of the grounding line was derived from ERS-1/-2 differential interferometry (supplement material S3). (b) Fracture formation at the south-western ice front as detected between 2011 and 2015 from Envisat ASAR, Sentinel 1a and TanDEM-X imagery. P = Petrie Ice Rises, V = Vere Ice Rise. Background: Sentinel 1a 21-05-2015 © ESA.
Figure 2: Surface velocities of WIS in 1994/96 and between 2006 and 2010 derived from ERS-1/2 (Braun et al., 2009) and ALOS PALSAR intensity offset tracking. The position of the grounding line in 1995/96 is marked as black line. Panels g) and h) show differences in surface flow between 2008 and 2007, and 2009 and 2008, respectively, for the western part of the ice shelf. P = Petrie Ice Rises, V = Vere Ice Rise. Background imagery: (a) MOA 2003/2004 © NSIDC, ERS-1/2 SAR 19-08-1993; (b) Envisat ASAR 25-03-2006; (c) Envisat ASAR 05-08-2007 and 09-09-2007; (d) Envisat ASAR 25-08-2008; (e) Envisat ASAR 22-07-2009; (f) Envisat ASAR 09-12-2010; (g) Envisat ASAR 25-08-2008; (h) Envisat ASAR 22-07-2009, © ESA.
Figure 3: Surface velocities (first row), strain rates in flow direction (second row), first and second principal strain rates for the years 2006-2009 (bottom rows). For depiction, the strain-rate components were filtered using a moving average with a rectangular kernel of 1000m x 1000m. Arrows show the ice-flow direction above a threshold of 0.05 m day$^{-1}$. For each date the respective ice-front positions are shown. A double fracture system formed in 1998 is shown as green lines in (a) and (e). A newly developed double fracture formed in July 2007 is marked as purple line in (e). P = Petrie Ice Rises, V = Vere Ice Rise. Background imagery: (a)-(d) Envisat ASAR 25-03-2006; (e)-(h) Envisat ASAR 09-09-2007; (i)-(l) Envisat ASAR 02-08-2008/06-08-2008; (m)-(p) Envisat ASAR 22-07-2009; © ESA.
Figure 4: First and second principal stress fields as well as stress-flow angles on WIS for the years 2006-2009. P = Petrie Ice Rises, V = Vere Ice Rise. Background imagery: (a)-(c) Envisat ASAR 25-03-2006; (d)-(f) Envisat ASAR 09-09-2007; (g)-(i) Envisat ASAR 02-08-2008/06-08-2008; (j)-(l) Envisat ASAR 22-07-2009; © ESA.